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A TRIANGULABLE SPACE WHICH POSSESSES NO 
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J_ET X BE a triangulable space. Among all the possible piecewise-linear (PL) structures 
on X, must there be one which is natural in the sense that the singularities of the PL 

The stratified spaces considered in this paper are actually locally conelike stratified 
(TOP) structure of the space? After making the notion of singularity more precise, we 
give a negative answer to this question. The example we construct is a very 
reasonable space that looks topologically very much like S’ x [the cone on a closed 
manifold]. We recall some definitions. 

Let X be a space. (All spaces considered in this paper are assumed to be 
metrizable and of finite dimension.) A stratification of X is a family {Xc”‘} (n L - 1) of 
closed subsets of X covering X such that X(-l) = 0, and for each n L 0, the 
components of X(“) - X(“-‘) are open in X(“) - X(“-‘). The subset X(“) is called the 
n-skeleton of the stratification and Xc”)- X(“-‘) is called the n-stratum. 

The stratified spaces considered in this paper are actually locally conelike stratified 
spaces, i.e. CS spaces as defined in [14]. In particular, for every n, the n-stratum is a 
topological n-manifold and for each x E Xc”’ - X’“-‘), there exists a compact stratified 
space L and an open embedding h : R” x CL +X sending (0, V) to x, where EL denotes 
the open cone on L and v E EL is the vertex. Actually, h is required to be an 
isomorphism (of stratified spaces) onto its image. We do not use this, however. 

Now let CAT be either TOP or PL and let X be a space in CAT. (If CAT is TOP, 
assume X is a CS space.) For each x E X, we define the CAT intrinsic dimension of x 
in X by d&x; X) = max{n E Z 1 there exists a compact space L in CAT and a CAT 
open embedding h : R” x EL-+X sending (0, u) to x}. We set X’& = 
{xEX/dc&x;X) in} and call {X&r} the CAT infrinsic stratification of X. It is 
shown by M. Handel [ 1 l] that (X, {X%p}) is a CS space. When CAT is PL, {X$L} has 
been defined and investigated by M. A. Armstrong[2] and E. Akin[l]. In either 
category, {X&} may be regarded as a description of the CAT singularities of X. 

It is the object of this paper to prove the following theorem. 

MAIN THEOREM. There exists a compact, triangulable (hence, CS) space X such that 
for no PL structure on X is it true that {X’&,} = {X’,:}. This space X, then, possesses 
no natural PL structure. 

The referee has pointed out that, in spite of the Main Theorem, there is a very 
close connection between the TOP and the PL intrinsic stratifications of a polyhedron 
X. In fact, he observes that X $“Jp= rlf(Xgi) where f runs over the group of 

I 
homeomorphisms of X. This result may then be extended to a triangulable space X, 
simply by endowing X with any one of its PL structures. 

The referee’s argument goes as follows. Observe first that X?dp = n h(K?) where 
the intersection runs over pairs (K, h) where K is a locally finite simplicial complex 
and h: IKI-X is a homeomorphism. In fact, since the homeomorphism group of X 
acts transitively on each component of the TOP intrinsic stratification of X, Xpdp = 
I;lfh(K’“‘).where f runs over the homeomorphism group of X and (K, h) is a fixed triang- 

ulation of X (which we may assume is in the given PL structure on X). On the other hand, 

Armstrong and Zeeman (cf.[2, p. 178]), show that X ‘p”: = flgh(K’“‘) where g runs over the 
8 
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PL homeomorphism group of X. But then Tff(X(pn:) = flfgh(K’“‘= flgh(K(“‘) and the 

result follows. 
I.s f 

This paper was written in early September, 1976. Shortly thereafter, R. D. 
Edwards announced that the triple suspension of any homology 3-sphere is 
homeomorphic to S6. Using this result, he has given examples of closed topological 
manifolds that admit no PL manifold structures, but that can be triangulated as 
simplicial complexes. These manifolds, then, also possess no natural PL structures. 

The construction of the space X begins with an h-cobordism 
W '-, MI (where r is a 

deformation retraction) is homotopic to a PL homeomorphism and that W”” is not 
itself h-cobordant to a product cobordism. The referee points out that the existence of 
such h-cobordisms was first established in 1971 by C. H. Giffen in an unpublished 
paper[lOl. A published version of this result is found in [12]. The details of the proof 
of the Main Theorem above draw heavily on the results of F. T. Farrell[S]. 

The author would like to thank Marshall Cohen and the referee for comments that 
have improved the exposition in this paper, and to acknowledge support under NSFgrant 
MCS76-05997. 

51. THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE SPACE X 

Before describing the construction of X, we set some notation. For any space Z, 
we let cZ = Z X [O. 11/Z X 0 be the closed cone on Z. The subspace Z = Z x 1 is called 
the base of the cone, and the point Z x 0 is called the vertex. If g: Z,+ Z2, then cg 
denotes the map obtained by coning g. 

The basic idea for constructing X is the following. Let Mlm (m L 5) be a closed PL 
manifold which is not an homology sphere. Let Wm+’ be a PL h-cobordism such that 
814’ = M, UM, and such that the composite M2& WA M, (where r is a defor- 
mation retraction) is homotopic to a PL homeomorphism g: M2+M,. Let Y = 
CM, x [0, 1] U c( W U CM, U CM*) U CM? x [0, 11 where (x, 1) E CM, (respectively, 
(x, 0) E CM* x [O,l]) is identified with x E CM, C W U CM, U cMz (respectively, with 
x E cMzC W UcM, UcM?); see Fig. 1. The space X is obtained from Y by identifying 
cMz x 1 = cMz with CM, = CM, x 0 via cg. 

The space Y has an obvious PL structure on it under which cg: CM** CM, is PL. 
Hence X has an obvious PL structure whose PL intrinsic stratification is easy to 
describe. Namely, let Ui E cMi C W UCM, UcMz be the vertex of cMi (i = 1,2), and 
let u be the vertex of c( W UcM, UcM*). Let CC X be the image of u, x [O,l] U 
u*{u,,uz) Uutx [O,l] where * denotes the join. (Clearly C is a circle.) Let V be the 
image of M, x [O,l] U W U Mz X [O,l] where Mi is embedded cMi as the base of the 
cone (i = ‘1,2). Then 

x’,l= c I 
0 ifn<O 
U ifn=O 

if lsnsm 
CUV ifn=m+l 

.X if m + 2 I n. 

LEMMA 1.1. The topological intrinsic stratification of X is given by 

i 

0 ifn<l 

X(n) - c if 1lnSm 
ToP- CUV ifn=m+l 

X if m +2Sn. 

Proof. For each x E X, let dTop(x,X) (respectively, dpL(x,X)) denote the topologi- 
cal (respectively, the pricewise linear) intrinsic dimension of x in X (with the natural 
PL structure) (cf. [ll] and ill). Clearly drop(x,X) = m + 2, if x E X -(C U V); and 
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t ” “2 t 

0 
[O.ll y’ 

t 0 IO.11 , 

I 
c(W U CM, UcM,) 

Fig. I. 

drop(x,X) = m + 1, if x E V. Now if x E C - u, then &or(x,X) 2 dpL(x,X) = 1. But also 
&&x,X) 5 1 since MI (and, hence, Mz) is not an homology sphere. 

It remains to show that &or(u,X) = 1. By the argument above, d&u,X) 5 1. On 
the other hand, by Stallings’ method of infinite repetition[ IS], there exists a 
homeomorphism f:S’*M, + W U CM, U cM2 and, hence, a homeomorphism 
f:(c(S0*A4,),c)+(c(W UcM, Uc&),u). Since dTop(C,C(s”*M,)) 2 1, dTOP(lJ,X) 2 1. 
The lemma follows. 

Suppose now that there exists a PL structure a on X whose PL intrinsic 
stratification equals {X$%}. Then C is a subpolyhedron of X,, and the regular 
neighborhood N of C in X, is the total space of a CL block bundle over C for some 
polyhedron L. In fact, since the base of the block bundle is just a circle, N is the total 
space of an honest CL bundle over C. Let p’: N +C be the projection of this bundle. 
If we now let aN denote the frontier of N, then p = p’]aN: aN + C is a bundle with 
fiber L. Since CL(X - N) is a topological h-cobordism between V and aN, it follows 
that the non-existence of such a PL structure may be established by showing that no 
manifold topologically h-cobordant to V fibers over a circle. 

02. FIBERING A MANIFOLD OVER A CIRCLE UP TO H-COBORDISM 

The results of this section are almost certainly known to many people (cf. for 
example [5], [6], [9], or [13]). To the best of the author’s knowledge, however, they 
have never appeared in this form. Although the results hold in each of the categories 
DIFF, PL, and TOP, we work only in TOP in this section. 

Let Vm+’ be a closed topological manifold and let f: Vm+’ + S’. Let e: R’+ S’ be 
the universal cover of S’ and let p: v + V be the pull back of e via f. If m + 1 L 6 and 
V has the homotopy type of a finite complex, we say that f is a candidateforfiben’ng 
V ouer S’ and we let ~cf) E wh 7r,( V) denote F. T. Farrell’s total Whitehead torsion 
obstruction to homotoping f to a bundle map[5]. If there exists an h-cobordism Wm+’ 
with a W = V U V’ and a map F: W + S’ extending f such that F( V’: p + S’ is a bundle 
map, we say (V,f) (or simply V, when f is clear from the context) fibers ouer S’ up to 
h-cobordism. 

If G is a group, we set Q,,,(G) = Wh(G)/{x + (- l)“ff)x E Wh(G)} where the bar 
denotes the standard involution of W/r(G). 

PROPOSITION 2.1. Let f: Vm+’ + S’ be a candidate for jibering V over S’. Then V 
fibers ouer S’ up to h-cobordism if and only if 7(f) = 0 in Qm(nl( V)). 

We defer the proof briefly. 
Suppose now that 7r,( V) = G x 2 for some group G. Then there exists a functional 

direct sum decomposition 

W/r r,(V) = Wh(G x 2) = Wh(G)@ko(G)@Nil terms 

where the embedding of the M(G) summand is induced by the inclusion j: G + 
G X 2 (cf. [4; Chap. XII], [7], or [8]). 
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COROLLARY 2.2. Let V be a manifold such that P’(V) = G X Z. Let f: V+ S’ be a 
candidate forfibering V ouer S’ such that T(J) = j*sO for some 7. E Wh(G). If 7. # 0 in 
Q,,,(G), V does not fiber over S’ up to h-cobordism. 

Proof. The inclusion j: G + G x Z induces a momomorphism j*: Q”(G)+ 
Qm(G x 

of 2.1 requires the following lemma. 

LEMMA 2.3. Let f: V+ S’ be a candidate for jibering V over S’. Let h: V’+ V be a 
homotopy equivalence. Then fh: V’ + S’ is a candidate for fibering V’ over S’ and 

h&_fh) = 7(f) - T(h). 

Proof. The proof is based directly on the definitions given in [5]. We observe that 
h lifts to a homotopy equivalence &: 3’ + g equivariant with respect to the covering 
transformations. Hence, if T’E Z (respectively T E Z) denotes a generator of the 
covering transformations of c’ (respectively of v>, h^ induces a homotopy 
equivalence 6: c’r.+ pr such that the following diagram commutes 

-, 4’ 
VT-V’ 

h 

V 

where p, p’, q. and q’ are obvious projections. 
Now let F’:Kj+ Vi be an admissible homotopy equivalence (cf.[51). Then KF 

is also admissible. Hence 

7(f) = T(qiF’) = r(hq’F’) = T(h) + h*T(q’F’) = 7(h) + h,T(hf). 

The lemma follows. 

Proof of 2.1. Let F: W+ S’ be an extension of f to the h-cobordism W. Then the 
diagram 

v 

homotopy commutes, where r is a deformation retraction. Since I = TO+ (- l)“fo 
where 7. = T( W, V’), 2.1 now follows from 2.3 and the main result of [5]. 

$3. THE PROOF OF THE MACY THEOREM 

The proof of the Main Theorem requires one further lemma whose context we 
now set. 

Let MI” be a closed topological manifold. Get Wmc’ be an h-cobordism with 
a W = M’ Uhf2 such that the composite M2C-, WA M’ is homotopk to a 
homeomorphism g: Mz+ MI. Let V = W/(x - g(x)lx E Mz}. Then r,(V) = r’(M’) X Z 
where j: ?T,(M’)+ r,(V) is induced by M,k V. Furthermore there is an obvious map 

f: V+ S’ induced from a map f’: W+ [1,2] satisfying f-‘(k) = A& (k = 1.2). 
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LEMMA 3.1. If m L 5, f: V+ S’ is a candidate for jibering V over S’. Furthermore 
T(f) = j*7( W,M,). 

Proof. It is easy to see that q is obtained from W x 2 by identifying (WI) with 
(g(x),n + 1) for x E A& and that the generator T: c-, c of the group covering 
transformations is induced from the map that sends (x,n) to (x,n + 1) for x E W. 

Let k: MI + Q be the composite M,G W = W x 0 C I? Clearly k is a homotopy 
equivalence. Thus f is a candidate for fibering V over S’. 

Furthermore, there exists a homotopy inverse for k, I: q-, M,, such that l] W x 0 = 
r: W-* MI. Hence the following diagram homotopy commutes. 

,M\;’ id M, 

I I 
/ , 

M*C wxo ’ 

Hence id: Ml-M, is a cellular approximation to 1Tk. Thus if H: M, x [O,l]+ 3 is a 
homotopy from Tk to k, the map F: MI x S’ + VT given by F(x,t) = (H(x,t),t) 
(0 5 t I 1) is an admissible homotopy equivalence. 

Let q: 3, + V be the obvious projection and consider the composite qF: MI x 

S’+ V. Clearly (qF)-‘(M,) = M, x 0 and qFJM, x 0 is the identity. Hence qF is split 
along M, (cf. [9; Thm. 2.21) and T(qF) = jar(h) where h: M, x [O,l]+ V,, = W is 
obtained by splitting qF along MI. Since the diagram 

M, x [O,l] 2 w 

J 
id 

J 
M,xO-M, 

commutes, T(h) = r( W.M,). The lemma follows. 

Proof of the Main Theorem. By the analysis of 81, Corollary 2.2, and Lemma 3.1, 
it suffices to find an h-cobordism Wm+’ with d Wm+’ = M, U Mz such that T( W,M:) is 

not of the form x + (- 1)” 2 and such that the composite M$+ WA MI is 

homotopic to a PL homeomorphism. Such h-cobordisms, however, exist in abun- 
dance (cf., for example, [ 12, Corollary 11, [3; Theorem 81, or [IO]). 
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